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The OP: CODE Project

The Open Code for Hate-Free Communication (OpCode) project aims at countering online hate
speech using a multidimensional approach consisting of monitoring, analysis, taking action,
developing free and open software solutions for moderating user-generated content, and by
engaging in advocacy and network consolidation for the International Network Against Cyber Hate.
Through our activities, we highlight the necessity of cooperation and mutual exchange between tech
companies and civil society organizations for the benefit of the public.

The project also aims to consolidate the efforts of civil society organizations to participate in
European monitoring exercises and continuously monitor the Web, thus providing data as a basis
for future policy. Furthermore, our goal is to provide national and European policy-makers as well
as IT companies with recommendations on how to address the issue of online hate speech. The
project will contribute to the European Commission's recommendation on measures to effectively
tackle illegal content online.

The project gathers CSOs with extensive experience in combating hate speech and with skill sets
that provide a good balance among monitoring, research, non-censorship approaches to combating
hate speech, capacity building, and interaction with cyberactivism. More than that, the societies of
the partners' countries face different forms of hate speech (e.g. in Romania, there is little hate
speech against Muslims, but plenty against Hungarians and LGBT people), meaning that the
research on hate speech will (dis)cover areas not usually explored by research focusing on Western
European countries.
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ESTONIAN HUMAN RIGHTS CENTER - ESTONIA

A – Brief presentation of your organization's role within the OpCode project and your
research background on hate speech phenomena.

Estonian Human Rights Centre is an independent non-governmental human rights advocacy
organization. EHRC was founded in December 2009 and quickly developed to be the most
well-known human rights NGO in Estonia. The organization's current focus is on the advancement
of equal treatment of minority groups, diversity & inclusion, and the human rights of asylum
seekers and refugees. EHRC coordinates the Estonian Diversity Charter, monitors the overall
human rights situation in Estonia, and publishes bi-annual independent human rights reports about
the situation in Estonia.

In the Op: Code project, EHRC provided 4 monitoring exercises and 4 analytical papers on the
online hate speech phenomenon in Estonia. Additionally, the organization promoted the results of
the two hackathons and the hate speech detection tool through a national event and public
communicators outreach. Last but not the least, EHRC also organized an international conference
on the phenomenon of online hate speech & was in charge of bringing in new members for the
INACH network.

B – Brief presentation of the national context in the last year (2020 – 2021) in relation to the
hate speech phenomena.

Legislative context
The Estonian Penal Code includes a provision prohibiting incitement of hatred, but is limited only
to incitements that pose an immediate danger to the life, health, or property of a person. Violent
extremism and radicalization at the policy level are dealt with under the internal security policy,
which is the area of responsibility of the Ministry of the Interior and the Internal Security Service in
particular. Estonia has a set of policies for combating terrorism, stating that the country is paying
particular attention to movements and people who spread racial, cultural, religious, or affiliation
hatred. At the same time, there is no specific governmental program to specifically address the issue
of prevention of radicalization and violent extremism, but there have been some projects by law
enforcement authorities and youth organizations. In addition, it is possible to report online hate
speech or (potential) signs of radical/extremist content to web-constables on Facebook, police
officers working on the Internet.

Political context
In January 2021, the previous ruling coalition that included a far-right party- the Conservative
People's Party of Estonia (EKRE), collapsed following a corruption scandal. This resulted in a new
governing coalition between Reform Party (center-right) and Center Party (left-leaning), with
Estonia's first-ever female prime minister and other 6 female ministers. However, the nationalistic,
anti-EU, anti-immigration, anti-LGBT EKRE party left a bitter legacy in Estonian society: during
their time in the government, EKRE politicians changed public discourse significantly, making hate
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against minorities mainstream. They made misogynistic, anti-Semitic, Russophobe, homophobic
and racist public comments and used their news portal to produce fake/ questionable news and
opinion articles inciting hatred against some parts of the population.

Online context
There are no significant digital divides in the country and the 2019 Inclusive Internet Index report
ranked Estonia 20 out of 100 countries in terms of the affordability of prices for connections.
According to the World Bank, as of 2020, 89% percent of the Estonian population was using the
Internet . The most popular website in Estonia is Google, followed by YouTube and Facebook.1

Instagram is on the 7th and Twitter is in 24th place.

C – Main trends and relevant outcomes of the last two Code of Conduct Monitoring Exercises.

The 3rd monitoring exercise showed that in Estonia, most of the hateful comments targeted the2

LGBTQ+ community and people that do not originate from Estonia. Also, most of them were
distributed on Facebook (36 cases of hate speech) and some on Twitter (12 cases). More than half of
the reported contents (38 out of 50) were calls for murder and violent acts against the targeted
groups. Unfortunately, despite the seriousness of some of the hateful statements identified, the
reaction from the social media platforms was quite low. Facebook responded within 24 hours to 10
reports, while there was no indication of assessment for 26 of the total cases. Twitter, on the other
hand, reviewed only 4 reports within 24 hours, while the rest (8 cases) received no feedback during
the exercise.

In the 4rth monitoring exercise , the Estonian team submitted 41 reports (Facebook -23 reports,3

Tiktok - 8 reports, Twitter - 7 reports, Youtube- 3 reports). LGBTQ/community or members and
refugees were once again the most targeted groups. Additionally, most of the reported content
consisted of violent calls for murder or annihilation of the targeted groups (31 content out of 41). In
total, social media platforms reviewed 30 reports in less than 24 hours (22 on Facebook, and 8 on
TikTok). Twitter and YouTube were the least responsive, as they assessed the reports within a week
or more. 4 non-removal decisions were challenged and escalated, yet the platforms did not remove
the content.

D - Main challenges and limitations during the first two Code of Conduct Monitoring
Exercises.

The main limitation was the fact that social media platforms don’t have transparent rules for their
decision-making process regarding the removal or non-removal of content. Also, in most cases, the
reaction of the social media platforms is too slow, thus making it possible for the hateful content to
spread.

3 The 4th monitoring exercise took place between July 1st, 2021 - August 15, 2021.
2 The 3rd monitoring exercise took place between November 16, 2020 - January 10, 2021.
1 Source: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IT.NET.USER.ZS?locations=EE
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E – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Gender-based hate case
study.

Sexist speech and sexist hate speech were easy to find on Estonian social media . Most of the sexist4

posts and comments would potentially not be considered hate speech by law or community
standards of social media platforms, yet they are a serious violation of women’s integrity and
contribute to a culture of harassment. The most predominant hateful narratives identified are the
following:

- The denial and/or trivialization of sexual assault and harassment. Harassment was often
portrayed as a joke, as a normal part of life - an activity that could be easily stopped if
women did not like it. Another narrative portrayed survivors of sexual assault as women
who lacked men's attention and were not desirable enough. Also, the research found cases of
misogynistic language that objectified or degraded women and their bodies, and instances of
glamorization of sexual violence.

- Victim blaming. These posts and comments supported the acceptance of gendered violence
and the culture of blame attached to its victims. Social media narratives endorsed the idea
that rape and harassment victims were at least in part guilty of their victimization.

- Shaming for women who get abortions (a topic launched by EKRE’s promise to fund an
anti-abortion movement).

- Women in politics also dealt with sexism and hatred on social media, with some messages
aimed at intimidating or silencing them. Many attacks were sexist, questioning female
politicians’ knowledge and ability to perform in high positions. Another narrative cultivated
the idea that female politicians didn’t follow traditional gender roles and suggested that they
were better at raising children.

F – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Gender-based hate case study.

No significant challenges were met during the data collection and processing. Yet, additional efforts
were made to make a clear distinction between stereotypical and allusive messages and hate speech.

G – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Xenophobic hate case
study.

Societal attitudes towards immigration improved since 2016 and the Covid-19 pandemic further
shifted the attention from immigration to public health and economic challenges. Nevertheless,
online hatred directed at foreigners, different ethnic groups, or people with migrant backgrounds is
still a persistent issue in Estonia. Furthermore, the report showed that racism and xenophobia in the

4 Underlying the sexist speech, there are some persistent gender stereotypes and prejudices about the traditional gender
roles in Estonian society. Also, violence against women remains a pervasive human rights violation in Estonia, as
shown in a report by the Council of Europe Commissioner for Human
Rights:https://rm.coe.int/report-of-the-council-of-europe-commissioner-for-human-rights-dunja-mi/16808d77f4
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Estonian social media were not caused by isolated acts of individuals but rather had clear dominant
narratives, as follows:

- Xenophobic attitudes towards the local Russian-speaking community were widespread.
Some of the hateful narratives complained about the use of the Russian language in Estonian
society (particularly in schools), while others used derogatory remarks about Russians or
expressed fear regarding Slavic immigrants that might join Russians and destroy the
Estonian "nation-state".

- Anti-immigration narratives appeared particularly in right-wing groups and news sites on
Facebook. They expressed hatred towards refugees, migrants, and foreign laborers or
portrayed them as parasites or carriers of disease. Some comments blamed the EU for
destroying nation-states with their migration plans and also through vaccination for
COVID-19.

- Racism and Islamophobia were fuelled by the online news portal Uued Uudised of the
Conservative People's Party of Estonia (EKRE). These narratives included criticism towards
the mixture of races/nationalities, the denial of the reality of discrimination against black
people in the USA, or degrading speech attacking Muslims.

H – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Xenophobic hate case study.

The main limitation of this study was the lack of data or research on the spread of xenophobia and
its consequences on Estonian society.
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NEVER AGAIN - POLAND

A – Brief presentation of your organization's role within the OpCode project and your
research background on hate speech phenomena.

NEVER AGAIN Association is an independent Polish anti-racist organization established in 1996.
A member of the INACH network, its mission is to promote multicultural understanding and to
contribute to the development of a democratic civil society in Poland and Central and Eastern
Europe. The organization's main focus is on raising awareness about and fighting against racism,
xenophobia, and discrimination. For more than 20 years, NEVER AGAIN has been dedicated to
monitoring and providing in-depth analysis on hate crimes and racist/extremist groups in Poland
and Europe. Furthermore, the NGO offers expert advice on hate crimes and extremism to
journalists, researchers, and national institutions. Also, it develops awareness and educational
campaigns for the general public to combat racism and antisemitism, online and in other areas of
real life.

Within the Op:Code project NEVER AGAIN contributed to the research component with 4
monitoring exercises and 4 analytical papers on the online hate speech phenomenon in Poland.
Additionally, the organization promoted the results of the two hackathons and the hate speech
detection tool through a national event and public communicators outreach.

B – Brief presentation of the national context in the last year (2020 – 2021) in relation to the
hate speech phenomena.

Legislative context
The 13th article of the Polish Constitution prohibits political parties and organizations based on
totalitarian ideology, such as Nazism and fascism. The Polish penal code contains two articles on
similar matters. Article 256 penalizes the propagation of fascism or other totalitarian systems, as
well as incitement to hate based on nationality, race, religion, and ethnicity. It does not list as
forbidden hatred based on gender, age, or sexual orientation. Article 257 of the Polish penal code
states it is illegal to insult a person/group of people because of their nationality, race, ethnicity, and
religion. However, all of the mentioned articles are used extremely rarely.

Political context
In recent years, Poland experienced a significant increase in the popularity of radical far-right
political parties and groups. Furthermore, since the last parliamentary elections, the lower chamber
of the Polish parliament includes politicians with far-right views (members of
Konfederacja/Confederation, composed of several groups from extremist political movements). Due
to the influence of radical organizations and voices, huge amounts of hateful content were generated
online and violent and discriminatory events multiplied on the streets. Hate speech by politicians
and journalists encouraged physical violence and discrimination in real life. In 2020-2021, the
populist and extremist groups/politicians used the Covid-19 medical and social crisis for their
political benefit. One of the strategies of these far-right public figures was to point out scapegoats
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for the crisis: people of Asian descent and afterward anyone who did not fit the stereotype of "the
true Pole”.
Apart from the Covid-related hatred, in 2020 Poland also registered a rise in discourses trivializing
the Holocaust, plus a wave of antisemitic hate speech. Lastly, this was also the year when new
tensions arose between extremist groups and people who protested against the latest expansion of
the Polish anti-abortion laws, with extremists attacking and harassing protesters on the Internet.

Online context
Polish people have widespread access to the Internet and the majority of them use social media. The
most popular platforms are Facebook and YouTube, followed by Instagram and Twitter. Twitter is
used mainly by politicians and journalists. All of these platforms experience rising amounts of
hateful content. It includes comments, posts written by public figures comprising severe hate
speech, pictures, and graphics (including memes) that also carry hateful ideologies. These platforms
(especially Facebook) mostly fail at removing hateful content.

C – Main trends and relevant outcomes of the last two Code of Conduct Monitoring Exercises.

During the 3rd monitoring exercise , the Polish team identified and reported 50 cases of potentially5

illegal hate speech on social media platforms (Facebook -35 reports, Twitter - 12 reports, Youtube -
3 reports). Antisemitic messages dominated the social platforms, especially on Facebook. 44 of all
the hateful pieces of content contained antisemitic remarks, while the other 6 expressed hatred
related to sexual orientation. Most of the reported content consisted in degrading and dehumanizing
hateful speech. Unfortunately, social media platforms engaged very little with the Polish reports,
continuing the trend that we observed during the first monitoring exercises. Thus, during the 3rd
exercise, there was no indication of an assessment for all reports submitted to Twitter (12 reports)
and Youtube (3 reports). Facebook only reacted to 13 out of a total of 35 reports.

In the 4th exercise, 51 potential illegal content pieces were reported to social media platforms for6

promoting hate against certain groups or individuals. The Jewish community/individuals were the
most targeted group (37 out of 51 reports). A significant number of cases of hatred based on sexual
orientation were also observed (10 reports). Most of this hateful content made use of degrading or
defamatory words/expressions when referring to the targeted groups/individuals. Overall, the social
media platforms did not manage to handle the reports efficiently: Youtube was unresponsive (12
reports), Twitter eliminated 9 out of 17 hateful messages only after escalation and Facebook
reviewed 8 out of 22 reports (3 messages removed) within 24 hours and removed another 6 pieces
of content after escalation.

D - Main challenges and limitations during the last two Code of Conduct Monitoring
Exercises.

The challenges and limitations experienced during the last two monitoring exercises are the same as
in the first exercises. First of all, social media platforms are still not responding adequately to the
reports: YouTube and Twitter did not react to the vast majority of the reports, while Facebook still

6 The 4th monitoring exercise took place between July 1st, 2021 - August 15, 2021.
5 The 3rd monitoring exercise took place between November 16, 2020 - January 10, 2021.
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lacked a clear and transparent system of assessing reports and communicating with users who file
them. Secondly, the more "casual" expressions of homophobia, racism, and antisemitism were still
largely ignored by IT companies.

E – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Gender-based hate case
study.

Sexist hate speech is a source of concern in Poland, especially since gender discrimination is still
not sufficiently covered by Polish law. This ambiguous legislative context makes it very difficult to
penalize acts of hate speech and hate crimes. The report confirmed the existence of an undercurrent
of misogyny in Polish society that resurfaced during particular events such as protests. This was the
case with the latest wave of gender-based hate triggered by the 2020 protests against the
Constitutional Tribunal verdict exacerbating the Polish abortion law. Far-right extremists attacked
both female public figures supporting the protest (the organizer and a sympathetic politician) and
other protesters from the general public. Most of the hateful content contained degrading,
dehumanizing, and defamatory statements, but there were also cases of explicit threats against
female protesters. Another source of concern was the fact that women were physically attacked
during protests in many Polish cities.

However, this type of behavior was not only or primarily characteristic of a certain portion of the
general public. Public figures, such as journalist and comedian Jan Pietrzak and catholic priest
Tadeusz Rydzyk, both supporters of the ruling party Law and Justice (Pis) made defamatory
statements about the female protesters.
Another aspect worth mentioning is the insufficient legal repercussions faced by individuals or
groups engaged in hate speech or hateful behavior.

F – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Gender-based hate case study.

The main limitation was, again, the fact that social media did not react properly – to remove hateful
comments, suspend accounts that frequently spread hate speech, and provide a clear way of
communicating with users reporting such content. Most of the reports are not assessed without
given reason, and much of the assessed content is not removed due to, supposedly, “not violating
the terms of service” . However, the terms of service are violated (and so is the national law) in
many cases such as threats of violence. It is an overall trend that affects Facebook, Twitter, and
YouTube.

G – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Xenophobic hate case
study.

In Poland, populism and far-right extremism have been on the rise in recent years, in the form of
both political influence and aggression in real life. Many social groups fell victim to hate speech
over time, but hateful narratives targeting people perceived as "foreigners" gained traction lately.
Another worrying aspect was the fact that many of the hate statements often came from prominent
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political figures from the far-right, most notably the Confederation (Konfederacja) . Also, some7

influential people launched hateful conspiracy theories that gained a life of their own, changing
over time.

Among the most frequent and dangerous patterns identified were the following:
- Narratives about protecting Polish values and country from imaginary threats posed by

migrants with a different cultural background. Since 2015, hateful narratives against
migrants and refugees from the Middle East became one of the biggest trends of xenophobic
speech in Poland. Typically, the perpetrators picked up stories about a crime committed by a
person in a foreign country only to add alarming comments about Poland becoming a place
with many similar crimes if migrants were allowed in.

- Since the start of the pandemic, people of Asian descent have been used by cynical political
figures as scapegoats for the pandemic, blaming them for spreading the virus. This narrative
eventually spread to incorporate others who were not considered "true Poles".

- Hate speech against people from Russia and especially Ukraine was also propagated online,
mostly by far-right individuals. Some statements demanded the expulsion of Ukrainians
from the country, while others blamed the entire Ukrainian population for historical conflicts
between the 2 nations.

Since Poland didn’t experience massive immigration, extremist politicians and groups still use the
anti-immigration (or anti-refugee) rhetoric as political fuel. The immigration phenomenon was
easily manipulable to express distorted, racist, xenophobic views.

H – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Xenophobic hate case study.

The big tech companies are rather reluctant to remove hateful content from their services –even the
Internet is the main place where hate can spread and easily influence violence in real life. Also, the
existing legal framework against hate speech is not properly enforced.

7 Political party consisted of several smaller organizations and parties, with 11 seats in the lower chamber of
the Polish Parliament.
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ACTIVEWATCH - ROMANIA

A – Brief presentation of your organization's role within the OpCode project and your
research background on hate speech phenomena.

Activewatch is a human-rights Romanian NGO, part of the INACH international network. It
focuses on four main domains: anti-discrimination, freedom of speech, media literacy&monitoring
and good governance. Combating hate speech is one of the top priorities of the organization's
anti-discrimination program. The organization collects data, identifies trends, analyses the activity
of state institutions responsible for combating hate speech, promotes self-regulation, files
complaints on breaches of national law and ethical standards.

In the Op: Code project, Activewatch was in charge of the general management and coordination of
the project. Also, it was the lead organization for the research component. The research resulted in 4
analytical papers on the hate speech phenomenon, 4 monitoring exercises, and a policy paper. In
addition, Activewatch was in charge of organizing one national event to promote the hate detection
tool developed in the project and one international conference on the phenomenon of online hate
speech.

B – Brief presentation of the national context in the last year (2020 – 2021) in relation to the
hate speech phenomena.

Legislative context
Romania has several legal provisions both in the criminal and civil code that address extremist
manifestations but has limited success in enforcing them. Extremism is criminalized by Law
535/2004 ( on combating and redressing terrorist acts, updated in 2019) and Governmental
Ordinance 31/2002 (banning extremist nationalistic, xenophobic, racist, and Nazis
organizations/symbols) updated in 2015 by Law 217/2015 to ban extremist nationalistic
movements. Moreover, incitement to hatred is punishable by the Criminal Code under article 369,
and hate crimes are considered aggravating conditions in establishing a criminal offense. As for
online extremism that is mostly reflected in illegal hate speech, despite the existent legal provisions,
Romanian authorities pay little to no attention to this phenomenon.

Political context
The COVID-19 crisis fueled political and social tensions within Romanian society. In the 2020
parliamentary elections, the nationalist party Alliance for the Union of Romanians (AUR) became
the fourth largest political force in Romania (with 10% of votes). The party describes itself as
conservative, based on values such as family, church, and national sovereignty. Its nationalist and
anti-system discourse gained traction during the pandemic, with visible party leaders launching
vehement statements and actions challenging anti-COVID measures.
From the start of the pandemic, Romanians were exposed to various types of restrictions,
occasionally confusing official messages with alarming news reports from mainstream media and
social media feeds. In such a turbulent context, incivility and hate speech increased significantly,
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targeting traditional and some new "scapegoats" perceived as potential threats for public health and
security. The Internet (and, especially, social media networks) became a forum for conspiracy
theories, some of them including xenophobic, racist, or antisemitic statements.

Online context
In Romania, more than 80% of the households are connected to broadband internet, but with
significant gaps between urban and rural areas. Facebook is the most popular platform, with more
than 10 million users (87% market share). Social media platforms are mostly accessed for
entertainment purposes, although youth tend to use them as an information source as well.
Mainstream media (especially television) is still credited as the primary source of information for
more than 80% of the Romanians.

C – Main trends and relevant outcomes of the last two Code of Conduct Monitoring Exercises.

During the third monitoring exercise , the Romanian researchers filed 50 reports of potentially8

illegal hate speech (23 reports issued for YouTube illicit content, 27 for illegal content on
Facebook) . Most of the hateful content contained anti-Roma messages (27) or expressed hatred9

related to sexual orientation (22). Furthermore, 33 pieces of the illegal content consisted of explicit
calls to murder, while another 10 messages incited violent acts.

For the content reported to YouTube, until the end of the exercise, there was no indication of an
assessment on the part of the platform. Facebook was more responsive: out of 30 cases, Facebook
responded to 15 in less than 24 hours and another 7 in less than 48 hours. For 5 of the reported
pieces of content, there was no reaction during the 1st stage of the reporting. In the 2nd phase, 12 of
the cases with no reply or unsatisfactory decisions were escalated,  all of them removed in the end.

In the fourth monitoring exercise , the Romanian team identified and reported 59 cases of online10

hate speech, all of them on Facebook. The Roma community/ Roma individuals were the main
target (27 out of 59 reports), but illegal antisemitic (18 reports) and homophobic or transphobic
messages (12 reports) were also significant. Furthermore, 48 out of 59 reported content consisted of
calls to murder/annihilation. Fortunately, all reports in this exercise were assessed within 24 hours
and removed from the platform.

D - Main challenges and limitations during the first two Code of Conduct Monitoring
Exercises.

No significant challenges were met during the Monitoring Exercises.

10 The 4th monitoring exercise took place between July 1st, 2021 - August 15, 2021.

9 Twitter is not mentioned in the report because the platform has a low penetration in Romania (0.34% market share as
opposed to Facebook’s 97.23%). https://gs.statcounter.com/social-media-stats/all/romania/2016

8 The 3rd monitoring exercise took place between November 16, 2020 - January 10, 2021.
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E – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Gender-based hate case
study.

The report showed that gender-based hate speech had a wide spectrum, from the use of degrading
and stereotypical language to the encouragement of extreme forms of violence against women.
Stereotypical sexism was mainly identified in topics related to feminist movements or female
politicians. Feminists were frequently portrayed as a threat to families or were targeted by
degrading and defamatory speech. On the other hand, some female politicians were met with
expressions of misogyny and messages that ridiculed them or questioned their ability to hold public
office.

Hateful statements reached alarming intensities in the case of public figures who had been victims
of some form of physical or sexual abuse. These claims justified the abuse or described the abuse as
a form of sanction towards a victim who hadn’t been careful enough or hadn’t reached a certain
level of morality. This phenomenon was identified both in the case of the adult population, but also
in the case of some influencers addressing young audiences.

Despite the legislative framework defending the rights of women, Romanian society is still
dominated by gender inequality, traditionalist views, prejudice, and misogyny. Thus, sexism and
gender-based hate discourses are on the rise.

F – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Gender-based hate case study.

Due to the overgeneralized stereotypical framing of women in Romania, it has been really difficult
to classify and filter the offensive language and the harmful language.

G – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Xenophobic hate case
study.

The phenomenon of immigration is relatively low in Romania, the subject being rather conjectural
on the public agenda. However, the report shows that the intensity of nationalist-xenophobic
discourse increased significantly in 2020, both in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic and the
entry into Parliament of a conservative nationalist party (AUR- Alliance for the Union of
Romanians). In the absence of direct exposure to migration, most hate messages operated with
historical/cultural stereotypes and prejudices. Furthermore, the pandemic context transformed the
online environment into an incubator of conspiracy theories, many containing xenophobic claims.
Several major xenophobic narratives stood out:

a) Some Romanian politicians and dignitaries of different ethnic/national origins were
portrayed as “foreigners” or “national traitors” leading the country towards “medical” or
“global dictatorship” or as agents of hidden cultural/political agendas related to the
Covid-19 pandemic. These discourses were also encouraged by some politicians and media
outlets.

b) Xenophobic and discriminatory discourses directed at the Hungarian minority in Romania
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(6% of the population), also promoted by some politicians and football clubs. Most tensions
were generated by ethnic Hungarians' claims to cultural and/or territorial autonomy or
certain political statements on the history of Romanian-Hungarian relations.

c) In some cases, especially after two real-life incidents in the city of Timișoara, refugees and
migrants were portrayed as a source of violence, but the focus was less on migrants and
more on Romanian authorities perceived as incapable of maintaining public order. Instead,
hateful messages were more frequent and more virulent in response to media reports about
refugees and migrants (especially against Muslims) settled in Western countries. These
messages usually had a Eurosceptic undertone, blaming Western states for seeking to
impose their political will on Romania.

H – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Xenophobic hate case study.

The case of Romania is atypical as national Romanians with different ethnic backgrounds are still
perceived as foreigners. Since Romania is not a destination country for migrants or asylum seekers,
it was really difficult to identify specific trends and patterns during 2019 and 2020.
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DIGIQ- Slovakia

A – Brief presentation of your organization's role within the OpCode project and your
research background on hate speech phenomena.

DigiQ is a Slovak association for online safety and prevention. Its main activities include illegal
online content reporting; lectures and training programs on digital safety; human rights protection;
education for parents and professionals working with children. DigiQ cooperates with key industry
stakeholders, state administration, and primary/secondary schools across Slovakia. Its mission is to
promote digital citizenship & to encourage people to safely engage in public matters through digital
means.

Within the Op: Code project, DigiQ provided 4 monitoring exercises and 4 analytical papers on the
online hate speech phenomenon in the Slovak social media landscape. Additionally, it was in charge
of organizing the Hackathons & the workgroups for the development of the hate detection software
solution. It also promoted the results and the software solution through an event and outreach
activities.

B – Brief presentation of the national context in the last year (2020 – 2021) in relation to the
hate speech phenomena.

Legislative context
The Slovak legislation recognizes only offenses of extremism, criminal acts of extremism, extremist
groups, and extremist materials. Radicalization is not defined in the Penal Code. The concept of
hate crime is also not defined in the Slovak Criminal Code. However, the Criminal Code mentions a
special motive that includes all crimes motivated by hatred towards any social group. A specific
motive is to commit a crime to publicly incite violence or hatred against a group of people or an
individual because of their membership to a race, nation, nationality, color, ethnic group, gender,
religion, or belief.
Political and social context
Poverty, unemployment, and other social problems contribute to the boom of radicalism. 16% of
Slovak citizens are exposed to social exclusion and poverty. Social unrest is exploited by various
populist parties. In addition, the extremist political party Ľudová Strana naše Slovensko (ĽSNS -
People's Party Our Slovakia) has representatives both in the national and the European parliaments.
Overall, the number of right-wing extremists has been stable since 2004 - around 900 active persons
and around 3000 supporters and sympathizers with a risk of growth.

Online context
Each month, 2.5 mils. Slovaks use Facebook, 970 000 Slovaks visit Instagram, 3mil. Slovaks use
YouTube and only 350 000 Slovaks tweet. 52% of the population uses social networks for private
communication, to share opinions, or make new contacts. A further 35% of Slovaks use social
platforms for entertainment and 34% to follow news or information about services and goods.
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C – Main trends and relevant outcomes of the last two Code of Conduct Monitoring Exercises.

During the 3rd monitoring exercise, the Slovak team identified and reported 70 cases of online11

hate speech, most of them on Facebook (63 cases) and some on Twitter (5 cases). Most of the
hateful comments were against the Roma community (34 cases) and refugees (34 cases). More than
half of the potentially illegal content consisted in violent calls for murder and annihilation of
targeted groups (38 cases), along with explicit degrading and defamatory speech (32 cases).
Although Facebook managed to assess all the reports (49 of them within 24 and 48 hours), in some
cases the response came after a week (16 cases). Due to non-removal decisions or no feedback, 33
cases were escalated. Almost all of them were closed with removal decisions.

During the 4th monitoring exercise, Slovakia submitted 65 reports (Facebook -38, Youtube- 9,12

Instagram-7, Twitter -6, Tiktok-5). The Roma community/individuals were the most targeted group
(38 out of 65 reports). Xenophobic messages were significant too. Most of the reported content
included derogatory expressions (36 cases) and explicit calls to violent actions against the targeted
groups (26 cases). 34 reports were assessed by social platforms and 28 content pieces were
removed. However, the rest of the submitted reports did not receive any feedback from the social
platforms. The team escalated 15 cases due to non-removal decisions, but only 5 were removed
from Tiktok, while Facebook and Instagram maintained their initial position.

D - Main challenges and limitations during the first two Code of Conduct Monitoring
Exercises.

The main challenge during the exercises was the slow reaction of the social media platforms. Most
of the assessed content received feedback within a week or more. Also, in some cases, even after
escalation, some of the content was not removed by the platforms even though it was hateful.

E – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Gender-based hate case
study.

Despite anti-discrimination legislation and improvements in the field of gender equality in recent
years, Slovakia still struggles with gender-based violence and gender stereotypes. These attitudes
are deeply rooted in the social and cultural structure and are often bolstered by a culture of silence
and denial. The report shows that hateful narratives were sometimes spread by prominent political
figures. For example, in 2020, the Minister of Labour, Milan Krajniak, stopped subsidies for
organizations dealing with issues of gender equality and published comments triggering hate speech
against these NGOs.
The research identified two main trends of gender-based hate speech:

- Hate speech targeting women that reached some kind of professional success. This was the
case with a Slovak female journalist, a teacher with high levels of popularity on social
media, and with politician Irena Bihariová.

12 The 4th monitoring exercise took place between July 1st, 2021 - August 15, 2021.
11 The 3rd monitoring exercise took place between November 16, 2020 - January 10, 2021.
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- Hateful attitudes and misinformation about gender equality were spread online during the
negotiations for the ratification of the so-called Istanbul Convention, i.e. Council of Europe
Convention on preventing and combating violence against women and domestic violence.
They aimed to generate fear about the convention's provisions and stop its approval.

F – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Gender-based hate case study.

The main challenge was the fact that the social media platforms lack transparent, unambiguous, and
comprehensible rules and procedures for removing illegal hateful content.

G – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Xenophobic hate case
study.

Hate speech against foreigners and migrants is amongst the most common in Slovakia.
It is a dangerous form of hate speech because it often grows into public offline hate speech and
leads to psychological or physical violence in real life. It is worth mentioning that Slovakia still has
a low migration rate compared to other European countries.
Since the immigration crisis in 2015, hate speech and violent acts (physical assault, verbal attacks,
public humiliation) targeting migrants and refugees have occurred regularly in Slovakia.
Furthermore, several members of parliament have a history of violent attacks on others because of
their skin color or apparent foreign origin. Among the more recent online trends, the following
stood out:

- Some narratives expressed fear about the arrival of migrants because they would offer cheap
labor, thus reducing/stopping wage growth. Other statements articulated the fear of
foreigners spreading the Covid-19 virus infection.

- There was also a very common narrative of hate speech that questioned the motivation of
migrants and refugees to flee their country, suggesting that their only reason to come to
Slovakia was to be cared for and abuse the social system.

- Another form of hate speech was partially based on the overgeneralization of some isolated
crimes committed by foreigners. The narratives spread false information about migrants
coming to Europe to kill and rape women.

- Lastly, the immigration phenomenon was also a source of conspiracy theories. A
predominant theory claimed that rich Jewish families wanted to bring millions of migrants
to Europe to destroy European civilization.

H – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Xenophobic hate case study.

One persistent issue on social media remains the assessment of hate speech and the removal of
reported posts. The technology and procedures used to evaluate the reports are incomprehensible,
unclear, and unpredictable.
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MCI - SPAIN

A – Brief presentation of your organization's role within the OpCode project and your
research background on hate speech phenomena.

Founded in 1993, the Movement Against Intolerance is dedicated to fighting hatred. Over the years,
MCI focused its efforts on four main areas related to hate: prosecution of hate acts; victim
assistance; data collection and permanent research of hate speech and intolerance trends; awareness
and education for the youth to help them fight hate, and create a more inclusive society.

For the Op: Code project, MCI conducted 4 monitoring exercises and 4 analytical papers on the
online hate speech phenomenon in the Spanish social media landscape. Furthermore, the
organization promoted the results of the two hackathons and the hate speech detection tool through
a national event and public communicators outreach. MCI also organized an international
conference on the phenomenon of online hate speech

B – Brief presentation of the national context in the last year (2020 – 2021) in relation to the
hate speech phenomena.

Legislative context
Spanish Criminal Law includes several articles on hate speech. Since 2015, Article 510 covers
many categories of hate speech, such as those targeting people based on their gender, sexual
orientation, social status, ideology, national origin, disability, etc. Holocaust Denial is also
criminalized in Spain, but the provisions have been updated to make it technically compatible with
some requirements regarding the limits of freedom of expression that the Constitutional Court
issued in 2007.

Political and social context
After the financial crisis, a polarization process started in the Spanish political landscape.
Consequently, the extreme right gained 52 seats in Parliament during the last general elections
(15.08%). This contributed to increased tension and created a feedback loop in which moderate
views lose ground. The "we against them" narrative was used by actors from all parts of the
political spectrum. For the right-wing, "them" are the migrants, the feminists, and the Catalan
separatists. For Catalan secessionists, "them" is Spain as a whole.

Online context
92% of the Spanish population uses the internet. Up to 28 million of the 49.9 million people living
in Spain are active on social media. The most used platforms are: YouTube (89%), WhatsApp
(87%), Instagram (54%) and Twitter (49%).
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C – Main trends and relevant outcomes of the last two Code of Conduct Monitoring Exercises.

During the 3rd monitoring exercise Spain submitted 47 reports regarding possible cases of online13

hate speech. The most frequent hate messages contained anti-muslim (13 cases), xenophobic (12
cases), and antisemitic (11 cases) statements. Most of the hateful content consisted of
stereotypical, degrading, and defamatory remarks against the targeted groups. Content trivializing
or glorifying dramatic historical events was also present. The majority of the messages were
distributed on Twitter (26 cases), followed by Facebook (13 cases). Unfortunately, in the case of the
reports filed by Spain, there was no indication of assessment from either of the social platforms.

During the 4th monitoring exercise Spain filed 50 reports (39 on Twitter, 5 on Facebook, and 3 on14

Youtube and Tiktok). The Muslim and the Jewish communities were once again the most targeted
groups. Messages that glorified Nazism had a worrying incidence as well. Most of the reported
content included insulting or defamatory expressions (22 cases) or explicit calls to violent actions
against the targeted groups (14 cases). At the end of the report, half of the submitted reports did not
receive any feedback from the social platforms. Twitter decided to not remove 24 of the reported
content pieces but notified the team within 24 hours. 16 content pieces were removed by the
platforms without communicating the decision (15 content removed from Twitter and 1 from
Instagram).

D - Main challenges and limitations during the first two Code of Conduct Monitoring
Exercises.

The main challenge during the exercise was the very low levels of reaction on the part of social
media platforms (most of the reported content did not receive feedback) and the lack of proper
communication and justification for their decisions.

E – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Gender-based hate case
study.
Despite the comprehensive legislation against gender violence and sexist hate speech and
significant progress in public awareness, sexism and misogyny are persistent and deeply embedded
within Spanish society. In recent years, the fragile consensus on fighting sexism has been partially
compromised by the emergence of right-wing populism. Vox Party, the most prominent voice in the
area, campaigned constantly against the so-called "gender ideology". They also distorted the reality
of gender violence by reformulating it as "intra-family violence".

Another hateful narrative targeted feminists, portraying them as discriminating against men, seeking
to destroy family and impose a "hidden" agenda (the latter refers to conspiracy theories about global
control, destruction of humankind, etc). The word "feminazi" also gained popularity, being
connected to claims referring to men as victims, to denial of gender violence, comparisons between
abortion and mass murder, sexualized images of women, or opposition to gender equality.

14 The 4th monitoring exercise took place between July 1st, 2021 - August 15, 2021.
13 The 3rd monitoring exercise took place between November 16, 2020 - January 10, 2021.
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Hateful messages varying from sexualized speech to derogatory speech also targeted female
political leaders.
A new conflict arose recently between two conceptions of feminism: one that sees women as a
biological reality and another claiming that being a woman is a choice. This debate generated
several clashes and fueled misogynistic hate speech.

F – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Gender-based hate case study.

The predominance of the stereotypes in Spanish society made it difficult to distinguish between
machismo and harmful or threatening speech.

G – Main trends and critical aspects that you identified within the Xenophobic hate case
study.

In recent years, the xenophobic political platforms lost adherence within the Spanish electorate.
Historically, the phenomenon of immigration wasn’t used as an electoral strategy by political parties
with parliamentary representation, but Vox opened the way in the last regional elections with a
campaign poster comparing the sum of money received by a Spanish retired woman with the
amount allocated to unaccompanied foreign minors. The extra-parliamentary extreme right also
used fear to stigmatize "menas" (the slang for young migrants) by associating them with
"insecurity", "robberies", "rapes", "assaults" or "murders".

The report identified a series of other popular hate narratives:
- Narratives suggesting an imminent invasion of migrants through the Canary Islands.

Although not explicitly xenophobic, this type of discourse accentuated the negative
perception of the migratory phenomenon.

- Another frequent theme promoted the idea of “Spaniards first", suggesting that immigrants
were prioritized in social aid to the detriment of the Spanish and that they would eventually
collapse the social service system.

- Hate narratives against migrants are triggered by the media attention given to some incidents
involving foreigners.

- Islamophobic discourses that expressed the dominant rejection of Muslim migrants. This
discourse used all the common prejudices: "our culture is in danger", "machismo", "links
with insecurity, "terrorism", etc.

- Although online incitement to violence decreased in the last years, in 2020, a RAC (rock
against communism) band got convicted in court and was blocked by YouTube for inciting
violence against immigrants and for labeling them as "primates".

- H – Main challenges and limitations when documenting Xenophobic hate case study.

The diversity of xenophobic manifestations and expressions is very challenging when documenting
such an extensive topic. The social platforms continue to be several steps behind in promptly
identifying the allusive and insidious narratives that appear in social media.
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